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EvolutionWith regard to impending object–object collisions, observers may use different sources of information to
judge time to contact (tC). We introduced changes of the observer’s vantage point to test among three sets
of hypotheses: (1) Observers may use a distance-divided-by-velocity algorithm or, alternatively, elabo-
rated s-formulae, all of which give exact tC information; (2) observers may use simple s-formulae (i.e.,
formulae of the type: visual angle divided by its own ﬁrst temporal derivative); (3) observers may cap-
italize on non-s variables. Hypotheses (2) and (3) imply speciﬁc patterns of errors. We presented ani-
mated, impending collisions between a moving object and a stationary pole to naïve observers. The
moving object either was a square tile or a small dot of ﬁxed size. Participants viewed these events in
a prediction-motion paradigm from different vantage points, covering a full circle around the setting.
As accuracy of responses varied sinusoidally with viewing angle, irrespective of the type of object used,
we conclude that observers mainly responded to the perspective view of the gap between object and
pole, and less to the object’s changing visual angle, or s. Results are discussed with regard to evolutionary
demands and issues of generalization.
 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
A visible egocentric trajectory connects a human observer and
an external place in front of her or him, whereas an allocentric
trajectory connects two places in the world, detached from the
observer’s station point. Here, we investigated time-to-contact
judgments of impending collision events on visible, allocentric tra-
jectories. Time-to-contact (tC, also called time-to-collision or time-
to-arrival) is the time remaining before a moving object touches
another object (Knowles & Carel, 1958; Purdy, 1958; Schiff &
Oldak, 1990). In physical terms, and in the absence of accelerations
or decelerations, tC is the ratio of distance and speed. In an immi-
nent, egocentric collision encounter between a moving object and
a stationary observer, the approaching object projects at an
expanding visual angle (Euclid, Optics, § 5; Gibson, 1958). Lee
(1974) derived mathematically that the ratio of this angle and its
ﬁrst temporal derivative approximately gives tC. That ratio was
later called s (Lee, 1976).1 Lee’s (1974) analysis holds for head-onapproaches along straight trajectories but can be generalized to
other cases as well, including allocentric trajectories, yielding a fam-
ily of elaborated s-formulae (e.g., Bootsma & Craig, 2002: ‘‘composite
s’’; Lee & Young, 1985; Tresilian, 1990: ‘‘time-to-nearest-approach’’).
Instead of directly using optical information, observers may attempt
to reconstruct the kinematics of the collision event and apply the
metric concepts of distance and velocity in order to compute tC
(Cavallo & Laurent, 1988).2 In either of the latter two cases, and irre-
spective of the type of trajectory, if observers succeed in adequately
reconstructing the event or succeed in correctly applying the
complex s-formulae, they should come up with reasonable tC esti-
mates. However, observers may ﬁnd allocentric trajectories more
difﬁcult to judge than egocentric ones, for which performance
already is far from perfect (Schiff & Detwiler, 1979). Also, observers
may fall back on simplifying heuristics. These include reliance on
visual angles, their changes, and rates of changes per se (Hosking
& Crassini, 2011; Smith et al., 2001), and misapplication of simple
instead of elaborate s-formulae (Lee et al., 1983). Such behavior
necessarily entails characteristic errors in tC judgments. The work
reported in the present paper aimed at deciding among some ofpute tC,
her such
1; Jékely,
Fig. 1. Sample screenshot of the scenario. A 150 deg recession event from
Experiment 1 is shown.
Fig. 2. Bird’s-eye view of simulated scenery. The drawing is to scale for d = 22.5 m
(cf. Table 1). w = visual angle of the gap between center of moving object and
stationary pole. hh = horizontal visual angle of the tile. hv, the vertical visual angle of
the tile, cannot be shown in this ground-ﬂoor plan. u = angle between observers’
cyclopean line of gaze and the object’s trajectory (here, an angle of 150 deg is
marked). The scenery can also be interpreted to consist of a single trajectory with
the observer moving around the setting along a circular path.
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information for tC estimation for allocentric object–object collisions.
By means of computer simulation, we presented impending col-
lisions between a moving object and a stationary pole (Fig. 1).
Events corresponded to observations from different vantage points,
and included linear approaches and recessions, as well as fronto-
parallel motions of the object (Fig. 2). Schiff and Oldak (1990) have
previously conducted a similar experiment. Using single-frame
animated tabletop photography, a toy car appeared to move
straight towards a central opening in a wooden barrier. Three or
six seconds before arrival, the car disappeared and observers had
to extrapolate the event – that is, estimate tC. As seen by observers,
the car either approached from behind the barrier’s opening, or its
trajectory was rotated to be perpendicular, or inclined at an angle
of 45 deg, to the observer’s cyclopean line of gaze. We elaborated
on Schiff and Oldak’s design by rotating our observers’ virtual van-
tage point in steps of 30 deg full circle around our simulated set-
up, so as to include recession events and left–right reversals of tra-
jectories that had not been included in Schiff and Oldak’s original
study. Although geometrically equivalent, left–right reversals
should always be considered in studies of ego movement or object
motion because observers’ perception and performance is often
better when motion vectors coincide with the direction of writing
and reading (cf. McManus, 2002). The necessity to consider several
oblique trajectories derives from the need to assess performance
outside the typically used cases of sagittal and frontoparallel
motion, for which qualitative heuristics may exist.
In Schiff and Oldak’s (1990) experiment, tC judgments were
much too early for observer-centered approaches, generally still
ahead of time for oblique trajectories, and fairly accurate or even
too late for transverse ones (at least for the shorter extrapolation
time used). Although the authors considered an evolutionary expla-
nation as well as the use of different strategies of information pro-
cessing to account for this pattern of results, with reference to
Hills (1980), they eventually favored a simpler explanation in terms
of available information and thresholds (W. Schiff, personal com-
munication to K. Landwehr, August 28, 1991): Typically, the change
of the visual angle that refers to the gap between object and goal is
muchmore pronounced during lateral motion than is the change of
the visual angle that refers to the object during head-on approach.
Bootsma and Oudejans (1993), who studied object–object col-
lisions by letting two outline squares move towards a common
ﬁnish line, detailed the optical information alluded to by Schiff
and Oldak (1990) in terms of s-variables.3 In their experiments,3 Bootsma and Oudejans (1993) and later, Bootsma and Craig (2002), deﬁned
‘‘generalized s’’, or ‘‘composite s’’, in a way that puts two s-variables, one referring to
a moving object and one referring to the gap between object and goal, into a single
formula (cf. Calabro, Beardsley, & Vaina, 2011, for an empirical test). We did not
follow Bootsma et al.’s derivations because we were interested in separating the
effects of gap- and object-related information.using a two alternative forced choice (2AFC) paradigm, Bootsma
and Oudejans (1993) found poorer performance on recession trials,
as well as on trials that mixed different trajectories, as compared
to frontoparallel motion. Observed distributions of errors sug-
gested that observers put different weights on the two classes of
visual angles, preferring the one that displayed the maximum
nonlinear change – which, for purely geometrical reasons, is the
gap angle during recession (p. 1051). Although Bootsma and
Oudejans incorporated three cardinal types of trajectories in their
design (approach, recession, and frontoparallel passage), only ﬁve
different orientations were used, four of which were intentionally
confounded with the objects’ travel speed to yield identical
contact points with the ﬁnish line. Also, Bootsma and Oudejans’
scenario was much sparser than Schiff and Oldak’s (1990), and
the use of two objects instead of one posed a quite different task
(relative versus absolute prediction; cf. Lugtigheid & Welchman,
2011; Tresilian, 1995, for comparative evaluations; Hancock &
Manser, 1997; for an alternative occlusion paradigm). We there-
fore decided to extend the presently described previous work on
object–object collisions within a unitary realistic setting and
experimental paradigm.
A more speciﬁc aim of our present work was to answer
Bootsma and Oudejans’ (1993) question to which degree, if at
all, observers base tC judgments for object–object collisions on
Fig. 3. Misspeciﬁcation of tC by sw in seconds. Angles refer to trajectories and are
deﬁned in the text and in Fig. 2 (u). Horizontal lines mark objective tCs as used in
our experiments. Graphs are numbered according to the cells of our design (cf.
Table 1). Graph #1 and graph #2 nearly coincide.
Table 1
Event extrapolation times (in seconds) relative to simulated distances and velocities.
Numbers in brackets are code numbers for the cells of the design as used for Figs. 3–7.
Velocity (m s1) Distance (m)
10 15 20 22.5
1.5 2.67 [3] 6.0 [7]
2.0 1.0 [1] 3.5 [5] 6.0 [8]
3.0 1.0 [2] 2.67 [4] 3.5 [6]
Fig. 4. Misspeciﬁcation of tC by shv. Angles refer to trajectories and are deﬁned in the
text and in Fig. 2 (u). Horizontal lines mark objective tCs as used in our experiments.
Graphs are numbered according to the cells of our design (cf. Table 1).
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moving object(s). In order to address this question, we performed
two experiments. For Experiment 1, we used a square tile, the
changing apparent shape of which (assuming absence of rotation
of the tile) supported identiﬁcation of trajectories (cf. Gibson,
1950, pp. 169–174). For Experiment 2, we replaced the tile by a
small dot of ﬁxed size so as to remove object-related information
and to isolate gap-angle information. If this latter type of informa-
tion is sufﬁcient for tC judgments, results from the two experi-
ments should not differ.
Quantitative predictions about the accuracy of tC estimates for
different object-motion trajectories can be made on the basis of
assumptions about exploited optical information and/or applied
conceptual knowledge:
1. If observers either (a) apply valid s-formulae or (b) if they
adequately recover the kinematics of the event, tC judgments
will be unaffected by the vantage point upon the motion trajec-
tory, because vantage point information is included in these
calculations (our present experiments were not designed to
distinguish between (a) and (b); cf. Gray & Regan, 1999;
Smeets et al., 1996, for attempts at an experimentum
crucis).
2. If observers apply non-valid s-formulae, tC judgments will be
affected by the vantage point upon the motion trajectory, because
vantage point information is not included in these calculations. In
particular, if observers (a) use sw = w/dw/dt (i.e., the simple
s-formula referring to the closing gap between moving object
and stationary pole), a maximum error of ±1 s will occur at
near-midsagittal trajectories and long tCs (as can be read off
Fig. 3; preview Table 1 for the deﬁnition of the cells of our
experimental design); if (b) shv = hv/dhv/dt is used (i.e., the sim-
ple s-formula referring to the vertical extension of the moving
tile), gross underestimations will occur for the frontoparallel
trajectories (Fig. 4); if (c) shh = hh/dhh/dt is used (i.e., the simple
s-formula referring to the horizontal extension of the moving
tile), gross overestimations will occur for the 60 and 300 deg
trajectories (Fig. 5).4 If (d) observers are able to integrate (e.g.,
average) the simple ss referring to the object (i.e., shv and shh),
or (e) even all of these ss (i.e., shv, shh, and sw), performance
should follow the patterns shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively
(given the paucity of knowledge about the neural mechanisms
of tC estimation, we refrain from postulating any weighting func-
tions; averaging strategies, on the other hand, cannot, on the
basis of behavioral data, be distinguished from trial-to-trial
switching between sources of information).
3. If observers capitalize on non-s variables, tC judgments will be
affected by the vantage point upon the motion trajectory, because
vantage point information is intrinsically unrelated to these
variables. If observers (a) focus on visual angles hh or hv per se,
or their respective ﬁrst temporal derivatives, this will hardly
introduce trajectory-speciﬁc errors (because of these angles’
small sizes; Table 2); if, however, observers (b) focus on w or
its ﬁrst temporal derivative, a sinusoidal variation of response
errors will be seen with peaks of early responses at zero, 30,
180, and 330 deg (which are the trajectories with maximum
foreshortening of visual gap angle w due to central perspective;
Fig. 2). We will show that such w-measures, gap angle w at
stimulus onset in particular, do indeed predict observers’
responses.4 Note that computation of shv and shh is feasible only if the ﬁnal values of hv and hh
at collision with the pole are being computed in the ﬁrst place, because otherwise the
collision event would be underspeciﬁed.2. General method
2.1. Participants
For Experiment 1, 20 psychology undergraduates were
recruited (8 male, 12 female, MAge = 22.8 years, SD = 2.8 years);
for Experiment 2, 12 students from different disciplines partici-
pated (3 male, 9 female, MAge = 24.2 years, SD = 5.9 years), seven
of whom were payed EUR 7.50 each for their services. All other
Fig. 5. Misspeciﬁcation of tC by shh. Angles refer to trajectories and are deﬁned in
the text and in Fig. 2 (u). Horizontal lines mark objective tCs as used in our
experiments. Graphs are numbered according to the cells of our design (cf. Table 1).
Fig. 6. Misspeciﬁcation of tC by the mean of shv and shh. Angles refer to trajectories
and are deﬁned in the text and in Fig. 2 (u). Horizontal lines mark objective tCs as
used in our experiments. Graphs are numbered according to the cells of our design
(cf. Table 1).
Fig. 7. Misspeciﬁcation of tC by the mean of sw, shv and shh. Angles refer to
trajectories and are deﬁned in the text and in Fig. 2 (u). Horizontal lines mark
objective tCs as used in our experiments. Graphs are numbered according to the
cells of our design (cf. Table 1).
5 At this angular orientation of the motion trajectory, there was no visual gap
information because the tile occluded the gap. Three sources of information
remained: the changing size of the tile, complementary disocclusion of the pole,
and the decreasing height of the tile’s upper edge relative to the horizon. For all other
trajectories, the second, redundant source of information was never available, and the
last mentioned one was hardly detectable, being in the range of 6.5–2.9 arcmin net
change. Matters were different in Experiment 2, in which there was gap information
at 180 deg for the ground-attached, dot-like object used in that experiment, because
the observer looked down on it from the given eye-height. The issue will be discussed
in detail in Section 4.1.
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All observers had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were
naïve with regard to the hypotheses. Our research was conductedin accord with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical
Association’s Declaration of Helsinki (1964/2013) and informed
consent was obtained for experimentation with human subjects.2.2. Apparatus and design
In Experiment 1, a computer animation of a moving yellow
square tile (simulated size: 2  2 m; visual angle: 0.31–3.05 deg
horizontally, 1.38–3.05 deg vertically) and a stationary red pole
(height: 4 m, width: 0.2 m; constant vertical visual angle:
3.82 deg), seen against a background of a green plain (depth:
100 m) and a jitterly clouded light blue sky, was presented on a
TFT screen (51  32 deg visual angle; distance of the observer from
the screen: 50 cm; simulated eye-height: 1.7 m). The yellow tile
was rendered such that it had contact to the ground surface during
the entire trajectory. Ground surface texture was not varied
because it had proven ineffective in a series of similar pilot exper-
iments and because we wanted to avoid any interaction with the
perspectival contortion of the moving object. Angle u between
the object’s motion trajectory and the observer’s cyclopean line
of gaze was varied in 12 steps of p/6 (Fig. 2). At zero deg, the tile
approached from behind the pole in the direction of the observer.
At frontoparallel orientation (90 or 270 deg), it moved from right to
left, or vice versa, towards the pole. At 180 deg, the tile receded
towards the pole along the observer’s line of sight.5 Intermediate
orientations were oblique approach or recession events.
The simulated distance between observer and pole was 60 m,
initial distances between tile and pole were 10, 15, 20, and
22.5 m (visual angles: 0.23–21.79 deg; Table 2), and travel speeds
were 1.5, 2, and 3 m s1, resulting in event durations of 5–10 s,
4 s of which were visible to observers. Distances and speeds were
incompletely crossed to yield pairs of identical tCs (Table 1; cf.
Cavallo & Laurent, 1988). The object was blanked out 1–6 s prior
to its contact with the pole, and participants had to press a button
at the moment in time when they thought collision would occur
(Carel, 1961; Schiff, 1980). During 500 ms interstimulus intervals
the screen turned grey to guard against color aftereffects. Presenta-
tion order of the 96 unique trials (8 distance–velocity combina-
tions  12 viewing angles) was a different random sequence for
each observer. Two breaks were interspersed after one and two
thirds of trials. For observers’ comfort, viewing was binocular,
but the scene was not rendered stereoscopically. Because of the
large simulated viewing distances, disparities would have been in
the range of 6–4 arcmin, and thus barely visible given the resolu-
tion limits of the computer screen. A chin-rest was used to keep
observers’ cyclopean line of gaze centered on the perspective sim-
ulation. There were no practice trials, and feedback about response
accuracy was not provided, because we were interested in sponta-
neously achieved mastery of the task, which, we assume, may have
been not too unfamiliar to a generation of observers who grew up
with video games. Because of the fairly large number of trials, there
were no repetitions. According to our experience, naïve observers
may otherwise switch to stereotyped responding. The whole
experiment lasted about 35 min.
Experiment 2 was identical with Experiment 1 except that the
tile was replaced by a small dot of ﬁxed size (22 arcmin visual
Fig. 8. Results from Experiment 1: Mean errors (in seconds) in the extrapolation of
optically truncated collision events which were observed from different vantage
points, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Negative values on the ordinate indicate early
responses. Bars show 95% conﬁdence intervals.
Table 2
Angular measures (in degrees) of our simulated collision events in Experiment 1 at start.
Distance
10 m 15 m 20 m 22.5 m
u w hh hv w hh hv w hh hv w hh hv
0 0.23 1.64 1.64 0.32 1.53 1.53 0.41 1.43 1.43 0.44 1.39 1.39
30 4.17 1.50 1.66 5.87 1.43 1.56 7.37 1.36 1.47 8.06 1.32 1.43
60 7.59 1.07 1.75 10.89 1.09 1.67 13.90 1.10 1.59 15.30 1.10 1.55
90 9.46 0.31 1.88 14.04 0.45 1.85 18.43 0.57 1.81 20.56 0.63 1.79
120 8.94 0.74 2.06 13.90 0.59 2.12 19.11 0.41 2.17 21.79 0.31 2.18
150 5.56 1.81 2.22 9.06 1.87 2.41 13.19 1.91 2.61 15.52 1.91 2.72
180 n. a. 2.29 2.29 n.a. 2.55 2.55 n.a. 2.86 2.86 n.a. 3.06 3.06
Note. Angles are deﬁned in Fig. 2. Angles 30–150 deg, in this order, are equivalent to angles 330–210 deg. n.a. = not applicable. In Experiment 2, angle w at 180 deg was 0.32,
0.54, 0.81, and 0.97 deg, for 10, 15, 20, and 22.5 m, respectively; for all other trajectories (angle u), w was the same as in Experiment 1, and angles hh and hv did not apply in
Experiment 2.
K. Landwehr et al. / Vision Research 105 (2014) 53–60 57angle). Consequently, the zero deg trajectory had to be dropped
because the dot was invisible behind the pole. This reduced the
number of trials to 88.
3. Experiment 1
The purpose of Experiment 1, considered in isolation, was a
comprehensive test of effects of changes of vantage point on tC
judgments of impending collisions between a moving tile and a
stationary pole.
3.1. Results and discussion
Performance was unrelated to gender; therefore, data were
aggregated. Fig. 8 shows that, in general, accuracy of tC judgments
covaried in an apparently sinusoidal fashion with the angular incli-
nation of the moving object’s trajectory to the observer’s cyclopean
line of gaze (angle u in Fig. 2). This covariation was seen across all
simulated distances and velocities (data plots not shown) and
across all tCs (remember that these variables were not completely
deconfounded in this experiment, but also not the focus of our
present research; cf. Table 1). Responses were earlier for lower
velocities and for longer tCs – a common ﬁnding in tC research
(Manser & Hancock, 1996; Schiff & Detwiler, 1979).
In order to test effects statistically, a variable Cell was deﬁned
with the cells of our design as levels (cf. again Table 1). This vari-
able and the angle u were then entered into a Greenhouse–Geisser
corrected repeated-measures analysis of variance (rmANOVA).
There were main effects of Cell, F(7,133) = 88.932, p < .001,
gp2 = .824, and of u, F(11,209) = 18.312, p < .001, gp2 = .491, as well
as a signiﬁcant interaction, F(77,1463) = 5.720, p < .001, gp2 = .231.
The main effect of Cell means that there are effects of the physical
parameters of our experimental design, and the main effect of u
means that the sinusoidal undulation of mean errors seen in
Fig. 8 as a whole differs from a uniform distribution. The interac-
tion effect can be understood to reﬂect the inﬂuence of extrapola-
tion time on the size of mean errors.
One of the peculiarities of our experimental design had been the
parametrization of events so that pairs of identical tCs would
ensue. For tC = 2.67 s and tC = 6 s, pairwise comparisons of response
errors between cells with equal tCs yielded signiﬁcant differences,
F(1,133)2.67s = 26.465, p < .001, gp2 = .582, F(1,133)6s = 22.206,
p < .001, gp2 = .539, which reﬂect confounded effects of distance
and velocity, or, in terms of the specifying optical variables, w, hh,
hv, and these angles’ ﬁrst temporal derivatives. In either case,
observers responded later to larger gap sizes and smaller object
angles, which obtain at larger initial and ﬁnal distances and higher
velocities.
Considered with regard to available optical information, there is
something deceptive about the continuous variation of trajectoryangle u, because at orientations 0, 90, 180, and 270 deg, simple
s-formulae deﬁne approximately valid information. It seems unli-
kely, however, that observers consistently made use of shh or shv for
the head-centered trajectories: Responses were quite inaccurate,
and the range of errors was even larger than for all other trajecto-
ries (cf. again Fig. 8). With regard to the frontoparallel, 90 and
270 deg trajectories, at tC = 1–3.5 s responses clustered around a
mean error close to zero – which might suggest the use of sw –
but the same is true for several other orientations as well. The error
pattern seen for the remaining trajectories neither accords with
our ﬁrst nor our second conditional hypothesis.
In order to make sure that the effect of trajectory angle u
mainly obtained between trajectories that differed in perspective
angle w, we looked at all pairwise comparisons of u. Due to the
bilateral symmetry of our scenario, we did not expect signiﬁcant
differences between corresponding angles (e.g., 30 and 330 deg,
etc.). In fact, four out of the ﬁve correspondences yielded insignif-
icant differences. Forty-ﬁve (74%) of the remaining 61 pairwise
comparisons were signiﬁcant at the .05 level.
Angle u is systematically related to angles w and hh,v, although
not in linear proportions (Table 2). In order to render angular mea-
sures and response errors comparable, all these measures were z-
transformed. As is evident from Fig. 10, accuracy of tC judgments
was highly correlated with gap angle w at stimulus onset, r = .79.
As this was the highest correlation among those that we computed
58 K. Landwehr et al. / Vision Research 105 (2014) 53–60(including w at stimulus wipe-out, Dw across viewing time, dw/dt,
and corresponding measures for hh,v), the simplest explanation of
our participants’ performance is that they mainly geared their but-
ton presses to the initial perspective view of the gap between tile
and pole, that is, w.Fig. 9. Results from Experiment 2: Mean errors (in seconds) in the extrapolation of
optically truncated collision events which were observed from different vantage
points, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Negative values on the ordinate indicate early
responses. Bars show 95% conﬁdence intervals.
Fig. 10. z-Transformed values of gap angle w at stimulus onset, aggregated across
the cells of our design (red), and z-transformed mean tC judgment errors (green:
Experiment 1; blue: Experiment 2). Bars are 95% conﬁdence intervals of the means.
Angles refer to trajectories and are deﬁned in the text and in Fig. 2. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)4. Experiment 2
Experiment 2 tested the potential sufﬁciency of visual gap angle
information for judging tC between a moving object and a station-
ary goal. Because of the dot-like nature of the moving object, no
visual-angle information was available about the object’s changing
distance other than the minifying gap between object and goal.
4.1. Results and discussion
Performance was unrelated to gender or status of reimburse-
ment; therefore, data were aggregated. Figs. 9 and 10 show that,
again, accuracy of tC judgments covaried with angles u and w,
respectively, the correlation between zw and zError being r = .62.
This time, however, the quasi-sinusoidal undulation of tC judgment
errors apparently was much attenuated at tC = 1 s, and all belong-
ing responses were too late. While this is not wholly inconsistent
with our ﬁrst hypothesis (cf. Fig. 3), it also points to a remarkable
delay in responding: Although participants observed the unfolding
of the impending collision for 4 s, they were unable to respond
exactly on time.
On average, responses were 174 ms later in the second experi-
ment as compared to the ﬁrst. This constitutes an obvious, if small
effect of object size and shape: The clearly changing visual angles
hh and hv of the tile in Experiment 1 seem to have encouraged ear-
lier responding, t(30) = 0.683, p = .500, Cohen’s d = 0.25 (cf.
DeLucia’s, 1991; size-arrival effect).
Further statistical analyses were done in analogy to Experiment
1. Similar to what had been found there, we again observed
signiﬁcant effects of the variables Cell and u in a rmANOVA,
F(7,77) = 57.691, p < .001, gp2 = .840, and F(10,110) = 16.883,
p < .001, gp2 = .605, as well as a signiﬁcant interaction,
F(70,770) = 2.389, p < .001, gp2 = .178. Pairwise comparisons of
response errors between experimental conditions with equal tC (cf.
Table 1) again yielded signiﬁcant effects for tC = 2.67 s and tC = 6 s,
F(1,133)2.67s = 26.795, p < .001, gp2 = .585, F(1,133)6s = 22.206,
p < .001, gp2 = .539. The direction of these effects was the same as in
Experiment 1. Pairwise comparisons between trajectories (i.e., con-
ditions deﬁned by u) yielded nonsigniﬁcant differences for four of
the ﬁve symmetrically corresponding conditions, and 29 (58%) of
the remaining 50 comparisons were signiﬁcant at the .05 level.
The comparability of Experiments 1 and 2 with regard to the
observer-centered trajectories is limited for several reasons: First,
the approach at u = 0 deg was absent from Experiment 2, and sec-
ond, the information available to judge recession at u = 180 deg
was quite different between the two experiments. In Experiment
1, observers could base their tC estimates only on the object-related
visual angles hh or hv (cf. Footnote 5), in Experiment 2, they had to
use gap angle w (cf. Table 2). If observers generally rely more on
gap angle information than on object angles (Bootsma &
Oudejans, 1993), this might explain why errors concerning the
180 deg trajectory were somewhat larger in Experiment 2 than
in Experiment 1 (compare Figs. 8 and 9).5. General discussion
Lee’s (1974, 2009) hypothesis that most of animal behavior is
geared to temporal parameters remains popular (cf., e.g.,
Merchant & Georgopoulos, 2006; Yan et al., 2011). The idea thatoptical s-variables provide usable information about tC gained sup-
port fromWang and Frost’s (1992) discovery of s-sensitive neurons
in the nucleus rotundus of the pigeon brain (cf. Billington et al.,
2011; for the current state-of-the-art knowledge about the neural
substrate of tC responses in humans). However, whether or not a
species is endowed with speciﬁc capacities depends on its ecolog-
ical niche (Frost, 2010). Many animals, humans in particular, may
not need – or may not have needed during evolution – the ability
to precisely predict spatio-temporal co-occurrences. Indeed, two
decades after Wang and Frost’s (1992) seminal discovery, the
pigeon still is the only animal known to be able to visually perceive
tC (cf. Liu, Wang, & Li, 2011, for negative evidence in cats, the only
mammal species studied with single-cell recordings so far; mathe-
K. Landwehr et al. / Vision Research 105 (2014) 53–60 59matical modelling of behavioral observations with pigeons and
gannets by Lee & Reddish, 1981; Lee et al., 1993, has been ques-
tioned by Wann, 1996).
With humans, substantial evidence has accumulated showing
that egocentric tC responses are often inﬂuenced by non-s variables
– for example, relative object size (DeLucia, 1991), familiar object
size (DeLucia, 2005; but cf. Hosking & Crassini, 2011; who could
not replicate this effect), emerging object texture (Jacobs & Díaz,
2010; but not surface texture as such: López-Moliner, Brenner, &
Smeets, 2007), pictorial depth cues (DeLucia et al., 2003), binocular
disparity (Rushton & Wann, 1999), vergence (Heuer, 1993), eye
movements (Bennett et al., 2010), and even fear-inducing pictures
(Brendel et al., 2012), visual illusions (DeLucia, Tresilian, & Meyer,
2000), and task-irrelevant distractors (Oberfeld & Hecht, 2008;
Oberfeld, Hecht, & Landwehr, 2011). These ﬁndings have typically
been interpreted to imply that observers use multiple sources of
information to solve tC tasks (e.g., DeLucia, 2004; Kim & Grocki,
2006; Tresilian, 1999). Although our present ﬁnding of an effect
of the perspective view of trajectories could simply be added to
this list, we would like to emphasize three features of our results
that may deserve special attention: (a) Allocentric tC scenarios
allow for a systematic variation of the saliency of visual-angle
information; whenever angle w was salient (as, for example, for
frontoparallel trajectories), errors were small, but with decreasing
saliency, errors increased; (b) the sinusoidal variation of tC
response errors across object-motion trajectories strongly suggests
that observers did not use s-information at all (or, reconstructed d/
v information, for that matter), because, if so, errors would have
shown completely different patterns (cf. our conditional hypothe-
ses as stated in the Introduction); (c) the high correlation of
response errors and information available in terms of gap angle
w suggests that observers may have applied a quite straightfor-
ward heuristic in simply gearing responses to the initial size of
the gap between object and goal (i.e., the larger w, the later the
response; this effect is overlaid by an effect of extrapolation time;
cf. Figs. 8 and 9). Thus, our results do not only identify another
moderating variable of tC responses but provide a clue as to what
speciﬁc response strategy may be held responsible for the behavior
as observed.
Adopting a simple visual-angle heuristic, at ﬁrst glance may
seem silly. However, at sufﬁcient temporal safety margins, such a
strategy may well sufﬁce, even for behavioral coordination on part
of the observer (cf. Simon’s (1956) notion of ‘‘satisﬁcing’’). One
example from modern everyday activities is merging into running
trafﬁc – as pedestrian, biker, or car-driver. People may not bother
much about precise tCs but simply classify gaps as ‘‘large enough’’
versus ‘‘quite narrow’’, and, in the latter case, rely on others’ acqui-
escence. Similarly, across the whole animal kingdom, avoidance
responses are often triggered at threshold values of visual angles
or angular changes (this, in our terminology, would be a h-, Dh-,
or dh/dt-heuristic; cf. Javu˚rkova et al., 2012; Oliva & Tomsic,
2012; Robertson & Johnson, 1993; Schiff, 1965; Yamamoto,
Nakata, & Nakagawa, 2003). In other cases, however, temporal pre-
cision may be advantageous. Merging too early or too late into run-
ning trafﬁc carries the risk of an accident. Fleeing too early wastes
energy, and ﬂeeing too late entails falling prey to a predator. Obvi-
ously, investing into temporal precision is a question of balancing
costs and beneﬁts. Apparently, evolutionary selective pressure did
not necessitate tC sensitivity except for a few species, and humans
may not belong to this group.
We close with a cautionary note. Our results were obtained by
means of computer simulation. Although our scenario (Fig. 1) may
have conveyed some realism, it was not a real-world encounter. A
ﬁrst step towards greater realism is the creation of enriched dis-
plays, as used, for example, in professional driving simulators
(Caird & Hancock, 1994). Interestingly, in some such studies, sim-ilar effects as reported here – even the use of a distance heuristic –
have been observed (van Loon, Khashawi, & Underwood, 2010). To
date, there are too few studies conducted with real, moving
objects, or on the road, to know how well laboratory ﬁndings gen-
eralize to ecologically valid conditions (Cavallo & Laurent, 1988;
Kiefer, Flannagan, & Jerome, 2006). For the time being, we suggest
that the idea that observers attempt to solve tasks that are deﬁned
in terms of temporal constraints by applying a spatial heuristic,
should be regarded as a viable hypothesis.Acknowledgments
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